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One aspect of climate change science is phenology. 
Examples of phenology: 
- When certain plants bloom 
- When animals come out of hibernation 
- When birds migrate 
- Breeding cycles 
- Metamorphosis cycles 
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Gathering data for phenology studies is where natural history museum collections fit 
in! 
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The Academy’s museum collections contain a variety of scientific study specimens. 
Each specimen is essentially a book, with unique information about the environment 
and time period it was collected from. 
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Isotope studies using small amounts of feather or fur from a specimen can inform 
scientists about the animal’s diet or other aspects of the environment. 
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A buttercup species, collected by Elizabeth Atwater. Note the collection date! 
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Archives contain primary source information in field journals, maps, and 
correspondence. Historic, first account observations such as these can be used to 
greatly expand a study on the impact of climate change to environments or different 
species.  
 
Here is a journal from William Stimpson about his experience on the U.S. Pacific 
Expedition that documents the different places he visited. 
 
William Dreuth recorded bird observations in Chicago along Lake Michigan. This is 
similar to the bird observations groups collect today and can expand a current dataset 
on the timing of bird migrations. 
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Herman Silas Pepoon was a Chicago naturalist who, through his work in botany, 
helped established the Apple River Canyon State Park. There, he documented the 
plant life and recorded the southern-most range for the Bird’s Eye Primrose, featured 
here in this photograph.  He wrote the book “An Annotated Flora of the Chicago Area” 
in 1927. 
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Leon Urbain was an avid nature photographer in the early 20th century in the Chicago 
area. From images like these, modern researchers can gather information about when 
certain species of plants were in bloom historically and compare this to current data. 
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In the 1930s, the Academy conducted several expeditions to survey and photograph 
bird populations at the Paul Rainey Bird Sanctuary in Louisiana. A.M. Bailey (director – 
ornithologist, photographer) and F.R. Dickinson (board – funder, photographer) were 
the primary members on these trips, accompanied by other museum staff. 
 
Laughing Gull on nest, Louisiana, ca. 1930, photo by A.M. Bailey 
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We were contacted by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries in 2011 for 
images from this expedition as they were in the midst of conducting population 
assessments and wanted to utilize the images for comparison against their current 
population numbers. They were able to use the images we sent to identify the species 
in the photographs and estimate population density, as well as chart their locations, 
and evaluate how the landscape had changed. 
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Natural history museum collections are a valuable resource, providing historical data 
that can be used to compare with current data and better inform scientists about 
changes in the environment.  
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The Academy’s museum collection is made available for research. On-site research 
visits to the collections facility allow researchers and artists to study specimens up 
close. 
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Aspects of the museum’s collections are also found online. The Museum’s website and 
blog (shown), plus social media such as Facebook and Instagram. 
 
Online data consortiums to make data more broadly accessible to the research 
community:  VertNet (shown), ORNIS, HerpNet, MaNIS, VPlants 
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